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ABSTRACT
Are you confused about whether you need a detail report or a summary report? Do you wonder whether you are using
the right reporting procedure for your report? Have you ever spent a lot of time going down the road with one
procedure, only to discover that you need to switch to a different procedure to get what you want or closer to what you
want?
This paper is for intermediate SAS programmers who want to see a gallery of complex reports and review the code
that produced them. It covers the pros and cons of PROC REPORT, PROC TABULATE, and DATA _NULL_ for each
report. All report output is produced using ODS (rather than LISTING) output. Get out your wrenches and tool belts
and fasten your seat belt for the ride, this is going to be a real nuts and bolts paper presentation.

INTRODUCTION
SAS users have a variety of reporting procedures available to them. PROC PRINT produces detail reports or listings,
where one report row represents one observation in the data set or subset being processed. PROC REPORT
produces both detail reports and summary reports. Like PROC PRINT, a detail report row represents one
observation. However, in a summary report, each report row represents the summary of a group of observations.
PROC REPORT offers more control over subtotals and grand totals than PROC PRINT. In addition, PROC REPORT
allows the use of selected DATA step language statements to calculate new report items or change existing report
items (such as the custom text on the summary line). PROC TABULATE, on the other hand, produces only summary
reports, based on the class variables and the analysis variables used to calculate the statistics for the report cells.
Although many users consider PROC SQL to be a query and reporting language, a discussion of using PROC SQL
for reporting falls outside the scope of this paper.

BASIC REPORT TYPES
Reports serve many purposes. There is the “just get me a number” report, the “I’m checking the data” report, the
“who/what/where/when” report, the production report, the “get the information for another product” report, the “send
this to the VP’s BlackBerry” report, the “put this information on a Web site” report, and so on. What all reports have in
common is that there is some kind of input (usually the data), some kind of process, selection criteria to limit the data,
statistics to be produced, groups to be set, or recoding to be done. And, there is some kind of output (the report). The
report has to go someplace. It has to be used, distributed, or routed to a printer, a Web server, an e-mail box, or a
snail mail box. Frequently, what happens to a report after it is produced controls how the report is written or what the
report looks like. If you are generating the “just get me a number” report, then the cosmetics of the report do not need
much consideration. But, if you are generating a production report, it is possible that the report will be e-mailed to
company directors, and cosmetics need more consideration. It is possible that the report will be submitted to a
governing body where cosmetics are controlled by the governing body.
Data is not the only input for the report process. All of the considerations mentioned above are input. These
considerations are related to the data, and are questions you should answer before you start coding.
•
Do you need a detail report or a summary report?
•
Is the data ready to use or are there transformations to be performed?
•
How much weight should be given to cosmetic issues? What are the cosmetic issues or requirements?
•
What is the ultimate distribution of the report?
The answers to all of these questions control the ODS destination that you use and the procedure and syntax you use
to create and enhance the program output. The answers will help you make other decisions before you start coding.
For example, your boss wants some summary numbers, but wants them in Microsoft Excel to use them as input to a
budget process driven by Microsoft Excel macros. The data might need to be lightly summarized, perhaps with PROC
MEANS or PROC TABULATE. To get the output to Microsoft Excel in the quickest way, you might use ODS CSV or
PROC EXPORT. There are no cosmetic issues if all your boss wants are the data points.
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But, what if your boss wants a report for distribution? What if the report needs to be composed of two parts—a
summary report and a detailed list of all data rows. The report is going to be delivered via the Web, but cannot be in
HTML format. It has to be in a format that is not easily edited. These requirements point to a PDF file. In one ODS
“sandwich,” you can create a single PDF file that holds the summary report and the detailed list of all data rows (the
detail report). When creating a PDF with ODS, you can automatically create PDF bookmarks and a Table of Contents
for the two different parts of the report. The first, most important question to answer is whether your report needs to
be a detail report or a summary report.
DETAIL OR LISTING REPORTS

Consider the data set SASHELP.CLASS. It has 19 observations, 9 female students, and 10 male students. The
following reports are detail reports, produced with PROC PRINT and PROC REPORT for the subset of female
students.
PROC PRINT Detail Report
PROC REPORT Detail Report

Figure 1: PROC PRINT Detail Report Compared to PROC REPORT Detail Report
Many users would call this a listing report because it lists a subset of observations, and each observation has its own
row. I prefer not to mix two different meanings of the term “listing,” one being a listing report and the other being the
ODS LISTING destination. My preference is to describe the above reports as detail reports. Except for minor
cosmetic differences, you get the same kind of detail report from PROC PRINT and PROC REPORT. In fact, you
could generate the report with a DATA _NULL_ program as well, but that seems to me like using a sledgehammer to
pound in a thumbtack. DATA _NULL_ reporting capabilities have changed significantly since the days of FILE PRINT
and PUT statements sending monospace text to the LISTING window. DATA _NULL_ can produce detail or summary
reports. When used with ODS, these reports can be only tabular in structure (in SAS 9.1.3). Future developments for
DATA _NULL_ reporting capabilities include a new object dot syntax for report creation, as described in the SUGI
paper “Next Generation Data _NULL_ Report Writing Using ODS OO Features.” This new object dot syntax allows
free-format reports to be created with DATA _NULL_ and ODS.
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If you did use DATA _NULL_ to create a detail report on the female students from SASHELP.CLASS, the report
would appear as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: DATA _NULL_ Detail Report
You can customize the look of this report by changing the ODS table template associated with the DATA step, or by
creating a custom table template to use with DATA _NULL_ (as described in my SUGI paper “The Power of Table
Templates and DATA _NULL_”). However, both PROC PRINT and PROC REPORT can produce this kind of detail
report, so no further discussion of DATA _NULL_ for detail reports is necessary.
SIMPLE SUMMARY REPORTS

Let’s look at a summary report so we can see the difference between summary reports produced with PROC
REPORT versus PROC TABULATE. This time, we will use SASHELP.SHOES, which has 10 regions, 8 products, and
395 observations of sales information. Figure 3 shows the summary report from PROC REPORT and Figure 4 shows
the summary report from PROC TABULATE.
The PROC REPORT table is a flat, more streamlined table. The PROC TABULATE table looks like a crosstab table.
Regardless of which procedure produced the report, the report is a summary report because every report row
represents the summary of a group of observations. For example, the report row for Canada represents the summary
of 37 observations. More levels of granularity are available with both procedures. For example, to see the breakdown
of products within Canada requires only minor syntax changes in both procedures. This output is shown in Figure 5
and Figure 6.
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Figure 3: PROC REPORT Summary Report

Figure 4: PROC TABULATE Summary Report
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Figure 5: PROC REPORT Summary Report for Canada

Figure 6: PROC TABULATE Summary Report for Canada
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SUMMARY REPORTS WITH MANY CROSSINGS

I consider PROC TABULATE to be the “Iron Chef” of SAS software, slicing and dicing its way to report victory. PROC
TABULATE allows you to have crossings in the row and column dimensions of a table, and to have a third
dimension—the page dimension—as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: PROC TABULATE Summary Report with Page, Row, and Column Dimensions
PROC TABULATE shines when multiple crossings of highly summarized data need to be presented. Although PROC
REPORT and DATA _NULL_ could produce this report, a summary report of this nature falls within PROC
TABULATE’s capabilities. PROC TABULATE can have 10 variables or statistics nested in the row dimension, and 10
variables or statistics nested in the column dimension. The data for PROC TABULATE does not have to be sorted.
And, in SAS 9, you can have up to 2,147,483,647 (231 -1) potential interactions for a crossing. That is a lot of slicing
and dicing!
GRAPHICAL REPORTS

SAS/GRAPH procedures like PROC GPLOT produce the graphical equivalent of a detail report. Instead of listing
every observation in a table, the observations might be graphically represented on a plot across time. PROC
GCHART can produce the graphical equivalent of a summary report, where each bar or pie slice represents a group
of observations. The height of the bar or size of the pie slice represents a statistic calculated for the group. Some bar
chart reports are shown later in the complex examples.
In addition to standard SAS/GRAPH capabilities, the new ODS GRAPHICS facility allows SAS/STAT procedures to
produce complex analytical graphical reports directly from the procedure, as long as ODS GRAPHICS is turned on. A
discussion of ODS GRAPHICS falls outside the scope of this paper.
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SUMMARY OF SAS REPORT TABLE PRODUCTION
Report Type

Highlights/Features

PRINT

Procedure

Detail Reports
(one report row for every observation
in the data, or for every observation
in the subset)

REPORT

Detail Reports
(one report row for every observation
in the data, or for every observation
in the subset)

Easy to use
Statement-oriented syntax (VAR, SUM, FORMAT, etc.)
Data must be sorted to perform BY-group processing
Data must be summarized by another procedure (such as
PROC MEANS) if summary reports with PROC PRINT
are needed
In 9.2, you can get reader breaks automatically with
PROC PRINT
Easy to use syntax for ODS for style changes and
trafficlighting
Can calculate new report items
Report-item-oriented syntax (DEFINE statement for every
report item)
Can change report items (COMPUTE block syntax)
Can use temporary variables in report (COMPUTE block
syntax)
Allows spanning headers
More extensive group break control (can get subtotals
only, end-of-report totals only, or both)
Data does not have to be sorted to define variables as
GROUP or ORDER variables
Easy to use syntax for ODS for style changes
Statement-oriented syntax (CLASS, VAR, TABLE, etc.)
Many crossings in row and column dimensions
Page dimension or BY-group processing extends table
capabilities
Can use standard denominator for report percentages
(row percentage, column percentage, overall percentage)
or can specify your own denominator definition
Extensive options for LISTING and other ODS
destinations
Succinct TABLE statement syntax
Data must be sorted to perform BY-group processing
Easy to use syntax for ODS for style changes
The power of DATA step programming available
Can write report lines based on internal program criteria
Can calculate new report items in DATA step
Can write free-format reports in monospace font in the
OUTPUT or LISTING window
Can perform data manipulation and reporting in one step
The power of DATA step programming available
Can write report lines based on internal program criteria
Can calculate new report items in DATA step
Can perform data manipulation and reporting in one step
Can calculate new report items in table template or DATA
step
Can change report items
Can use DATA step variables, macro variables, and
dynamic table template variables in report
Allows spanning headers
New CELLSTYLE-AS syntax available for conditional
style changes in template
Can define and use generic columns

Summary Reports
(one report row that collapses or
summarizes data based on the group
or category variables)

TABULATE

Summary Reports
(one report row that collapses or
summarizes data based on the group
or category variables)

DATA _NULL_
with LISTING
Destination
Syntax

Detail Reports
Summary Reports
Free-Format Reports (FILE PRINT
and PUT syntax)

DATA _NULL_
with Default
ODS Syntax

Detail Reports
Summary Reports

DATA _NULL_
with Table
Templates

Detail Reports
Summary Reports
Complex Tabular Reports
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Although the preceding table outlines the major report procedures, it does not include PROC SQL, SAS/GRAPH
procedures, or ODS GRAPHICS for SAS/STAT procedures. In the next table, the types, benefits, and capabilities of
the major ODS destinations are presented.

SUMMARY OF ODS DESTINATION FEATURES
Destination

Report Type

Highlights/Features

LISTING

Verify report structure or data
Quick and dirty ad hoc reports

HTML-Based
HTML3
HTML
MSOFFICE2K HTML
HTMLCSS

Production reports
Reports for the Web

Spreadsheet-Based
CSV
CSVALL
EXCELXP

Production reports where data
or report needs to be in
spreadsheet

RTF-Based
RTF
TAGSETS.RTF
OpenOffice RTF

Production reports where
report needs to be opened in
word processor

Printer-Family
PDF
PS
PCL

Production reports where
editing is not required

Monospace font
No style elements supported for tabular results
Starting in SAS 9, style specification supported for
SAS/GRAPH results
ODS creates all HTML tags according to HTML
specifications
Many software programs can open HTML
Easy to use syntax for ODS for style changes
HTML-based destinations use SAS style templates or
CSS files
ODS creates CSV file or SpreadsheetML file
CSV files are in one worksheet with no style
ExcelXP creates multiple worksheet structure
automatically
ExcelXP uses SAS style template
Most word processors open RTF files
Files can be easily edited, text can be added, and files
can be resaved
RTF destinations use SAS style templates
Output can be enhanced with RTF control strings and
ODS ESCAPECHAR
Most PDF files can be opened with PDF readers, such as
Adobe Acrobat Reader or Ghostview
PostScript files can be changed and distilled to PDF
PCL files are designed for HP printers
Printer-family destinations use ODS style templates

Choosing a procedure or destination depends on each report’s requirements. Let’s look at some complex reports sent
to a variety of ODS destinations.

GALLERY OF COMPLEX REPORTS
The examples in this paper span the gamut from a jazzed-up detail report to a graph with a tabular report. To help
users navigate the programs that they download, the following gallery shows complex reports addressed in this paper.
A brief discussion of each report and techniques used to produce the report are included.
As I set out to write this paper, I used examples collected from many years of programming with SAS and teaching
about SAS reporting procedures. What I have discovered is that when designing reports, it’s better for me to start with
an idea of what the report should look like and then work backward to the data. Perhaps this is a holdover from my
Fortran and COBOL days when I had to map out a final report byte by byte on an IBM report layout form.
Seeing the reports makes transformations clear and helps you identify any extra formatting you need or any styles
you should override. The programs for these complex reports are lengthy so they are not included in the paper.
Instead, all of the data and programs are downloadable from the SAS Global Forum Web site.
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COMPLEX EXAMPLE 1: DEMOGRAPHIC REPORTS

There are two different demographic reports in the first example. They are basically two different versions of the same
report. PROC TABULATE cannot produce this report because disparate variable values (such as N and PCTN) have
to appear in the same cell in a specific format (nn, (%%)) and PROC TABULATE cannot handle this requirement.
Also, PROC TABULATE cannot combine other statistics in a cell with punctuation. This is the report most frequently
requested in class.
Demographic Report in JOURNAL Style

Demographic Report in Default Style

Figure 8: Demographic Summary Reports
Both versions of this report are delivered to the RTF destination. This type of report is rarely delivered in HTML and
only sometimes delivered in PDF. Because the data set was not in the appropriate format, the major steps to create
the report were:
1) Summarize the relevant variables.
2) Restructure the summarized data with a DATA step to be in the same structure as the report, making a
character string from the summary statistics.
3) Use ODS and PROC REPORT to make each major header bold and to indent the category information.
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COMPLEX EXAMPLE 2: COLOR-CODED DETAIL REPORT WITH VERTICAL HEADERS

This report is a true detail report. The data is a simple table of instructor names. Each variable in the data also
represents a course in a particular curriculum. The report did not require data to be transformed, but two summary
lines were needed. One line was needed for courses where instructor certification was completed. And, one line was
needed for courses where instructor certification was in process.

Figure 9: Certification Detail Report
Trafficlighting was needed for each instructor, based on whether he or she had a C or a P in all of the courses for a
particular group. I am not a fan of vertical headers. But, in this case, vertical headers were required for the managers
to make the report as narrow as possible and fit in one browser screen. To produce the report, the specifics are:
1) The basic report is a detail report, which usually points to PROC PRINT. But, the need for alternate row
highlighting pointed to PROC REPORT or DATA _NULL_ with ODS.
2) The vertical headers at the top of the table could be done with PROC PRINT. But, the need for a table footer
and the need to do conditional trafficlighting based on the values in more than one cell required PROC
REPORT or DATA _NULL_ with ODS.
3) Although the first draft of the report just used PROC REPORT to produce the basic listing with alternate row
highlighting, the need for trafficlighting was verbose when PROC REPORT was the only thing used. As a
result, preprocessing of the data with a DATA step program was performed before running PROC REPORT.
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COMPLEX EXAMPLE 3: SUMMARY REPORT ORDERED DIFFERENTLY FOR EACH REGION

The following report is also frequently requested—a summary report ordered by the summary value of a column (for
example, by descending grouped sales within each region such as the report on the left in Figure 10). This includes a
summary report that is in an order that is not a default way to order a report. The report on the right in Figure 10 is in
the same order as the overall total sales report, where slipper is the product with the highest overall sales, followed by
women’s dress shoes.
Every Region Ordered by Region’s Descending
Sales

Every Region Ordered by Overall Total Descending
Sales

Figure 10: Summary Reports in Different Orders
To produce the report:
1) Make multiple passes through the file to create a regional order variable and an overall order variable on
which ordering can be performed.
2) Perform break processing to create subtotals at the region level.
In the end, this summary report was produced using PROC REPORT.
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COMPLEX EXAMPLE 4: TUFTE-INSPIRED SPARKLINE

This example was inspired by Edward Tufte’s ideas about data presentation. In one of his books, Tufte advocated the
use of sparkline data representations to convey a lot of information in a condensed format.

Figure 11: Sparkline Summary Report of Wins, Losses, and Ties
Creating Figure 11 required team wins, losses, and ties to be transformed from W, L, and T values into keyboard
characters +, -, and /, respectively. Then, the Bissantz SparkFonts 4 TrueType fonts were loaded and used for the
text string of wins, losses, and ties. To get the sparkline in colors, the foreground color was changed with ODS
ESCAPECHAR in a style override.
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COMPLEX EXAMPLE 5: FOUR GRAPHS IN A TABLE

PROC GREPLAY is one way to get four graphs on one page. However, PROC GREPLAY has a few disadvantages.
In SAS 9.1.3, the internal SAS catalog image is not stored with style template information. So, the replayed images
require a lot of special formatting using SAS/GRAPH syntax to make them look like they were created with the
ACTXIMG or JAVAXIMG driver (which uses style template information in SAS 9.1.3). To place four graphs in a table
side by side, the HTMLPANEL destination works for HTML-based output. However, if you want PDF or RTF output,
your only choice is to use the experimental ODS layout syntax.

Figure 12: Four Graphs in a Table (Viewed in Web Browser)

Figure 13: Four Graphs in a Table (Viewed in Adobe Acrobat Reader)
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Here is another way to create this kind of report:
1) Create the graph files using ODS and the ACTXIMG driver. Use the HSIZE and VSIZE GOPTIONS to size
the graph.
2) Create a data set that has the number of rows and columns that you want your table to have. In the previous
output, there are two rows and two columns.
3) Use the PREIMAGE style attribute to put the correct graph file into the correct table cell.
COMPLEX EXAMPLE 6: GRAPH AND TABLE RESULTS DISPLAYED IN SAME REPORT

This example is a variation of the previous example. The quarterly graph for each district is displayed next to the
yearly totals for that district.

Figure 14: Table and Graph in Same Report Created with PROC REPORT
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Figure 15: Table and Graph in Same Report Created with PROC TABULATE
To produce the report:
1) Use the PREIMAGE style attribute to place each district’s image into the table.
2) Modify the cell with the graph so that it spans all of the other report rows. This can be achieved with PROC
TABULATE and the HTML destination, as shown in Figure 15.
3) To make the District cell span all of the yearly rows in all destinations, using PROC REPORT, build a large
character variable for YEAR, TOTAL, N, MIN, MAX, and AVG variable information, and insert a line break
between each year’s value.
4) Run PROC REPORT on the data from step 3.
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COMPLEX EXAMPLE 7: HIGHLIGHTING TABLE ROWS WITH <PARENT> SYNTAX

It is easy to highlight a row in PROC REPORT, just use CALL DEFINE syntax. It is not as easy in PROC TABULATE.
In the following example, highlighting is set by using the <PARENT> specification for a style element to indicate to
PROC TABULATE that row highlighting should be inherited from the parent cells. Figure 16 shows the row-level
banding.

Figure 16: PROC TABULATE Report with Banded Highlighting (Viewed in Web Browser)
Furthermore, it was hard for me to imagine using this same <PARENT> specification in a style override until David
Kelley explained it to me.
1) A user-defined format sets the background colors for all four regions. NC and SO are set to beige, and NE
and WE are set to pink (the same as the column headings).
2) CITYSIZE style attributes are inherited from the parent REGION.
3) Because of parent-level style-attribute inheritance, all of the statistics calculated for the crossing use the
REGION background color for each cell. This gives a banded or row-level highlighting effect.
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COMPLEX EXAMPLE 8: DEMOGRAPHIC REPORT WITH DATA _NULL_ AND TABLE TEMPLATE

The last example brings us around full circle to a demographic report. Only this time, the demographic report is
produced using DATA _NULL_ and FILE PRINT ODS. Figure 15 shows the report, which uses the JOURNAL style
for ODS RTF.

Figure 17: Demographic Report with DATA _NULL_
I consider this to be the hardest program in the set. That is because to achieve this report with DATA _NULL_, a
custom table template had to be used.
1) The COMPLEX.PATIENT_INFO data had too many levels for the NYHA variable, so a DATA step was used
to create only three levels for NYHA. PROC TABULATE was used to create a summary file based on the
values of the CADMI and AGE variables.
2) A table template was designed with four report items: ROWLABEL, COL1, COL2, and COL3. The
ROWLABEL report item serves the same purpose in this demographic report as the VARINFO column in the
first two demographic reports.
3) Macro variables were created from the summary file for the count (N) for each NYHA group.
4) A DATA _NULL_ program wrote to the table template using N=PS syntax. For example, when _TYPE_=11,
then the information from the summary file needed to be written to lines 9 and 10 of the report for the CADMI
values in each column. When _TYPE_=10, then the information needed to be written to lines 2 through 6 of
the report.
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CONCLUSION
Complex reports are doable with SAS. Sometimes you have to think outside the box or outside of a single procedure.
Consider the programs used in this paper:
Program Name

DATA
Step
Used

Complex1_demog.sas
Complex2_certify.sas

yes
yes

Complex3_diff_order_report.sas
Complex4_win_loss.sas
Complex5a_smallmult_report.sas
Complex6a_graph_report.sas

no
yes
yes
yes

Complex7_tabulate_style.sas
Complex8_demog_data_null.sas

no
yes

Procedures Used

MEANS, FREQ, SORT, FORMAT, REPORT
SORT, FORMAT, REPORT (with macro program for multiple
COMPUTE blocks)
REPORT (for summary), SQL (for join), REPORT (for final)
FORMAT, REPORT
SORT, FORMAT, SQL, GCHART, REPORT
SORT, REPORT (for summary), SQL, REPORT (uses graphs
created in example 5 GCHART)
FORMAT, TABULATE
TABULATE (for summary), TEMPLATE (for table template)

By the time I finished assembling all of the programs, the theme of my code was that the DATA step, whether it was
manipulating data or building arrays or adjusting data set structure, was essential to the successful creation of
complex reports. DATA step programs and PROC REPORT are unbeatable in the flexibility they bring to the creation
of complex reports.
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RESOURCES
You can download the programs and data in this paper from the SAS Web site for Technical Papers and
Presentations for SAS Global Forum 2008 Conference at support.sas.com/rnd/papers/. Alternate versions of some of
the programs are included in the downloadable zip file. These versions show more macro coding, alternate versions
of the same program, or the downside of using some of the techniques in non-HTML destinations.
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